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ABSTRACT
Live presentations can be captured in instrumented places
generating documents with the talk. A presentation is nor-
mally related to others as well as to documents. Therefore,
linking of the related documents, before and after a live pre-
sentation takes place, can be useful when lecturers are inter-
esting in knowing more about his talk. Moreover, the avail-
ability of linking during the presentation provides a unique
opportunity for linking in the live context itself. On the
one hand, it is interesting that the creation of links occurs
automatically given the amount and diversity of informa-
tion. On the other hand, the evaluation of the possibilities
of links identified by algorithms can be a burden when the
user does not have the focus of attention on the associated
task. We propose that well-known Web interacting oper-
ations be used to identify links. The operations should be
made available before, during and after live presentation and
in any case the user should attach relevant results as annota-
tions. We present the model and associated implementation.
The activation of the operations can be done automatically
by multimodal interactions, typing and browsing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Information
Storage and Retrieval; H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Interaction
Styles

General Terms
Design, Experimentation

Keywords
Multimodal Interaction, Information Retrieval, Ubiquitous
Computing, Capture and Access Applications, Hypermedia

1. INTRODUCTION
A problem faced by people interacting with computing

technology is that they must adapt themselves to those tech-
nologies. The demand for more natural user-computer in-
teraction motivated the built of ubiquitous computing [30].
Ubiquitous computing proposes the seamless integration of
technologies into a physical environment so as to aid hu-
mans in their everyday activities, without changing the way
that they perform those activities. Multimodal interactions
consist on using of user inputs, such as voice, gestures and
pen interaction, to interact with computational technology.
Cross-modality interactions are welcome efforts to provide
natural user interaction required by ubiquitous computing.

In ubiquitous computing, capture and access applications
exploit the fact that everyday experiences are rich in infor-
mation that may be captured and made available as Web
documents, which in turn can be reviewed later by users [3]
[17]. Users of capture and access applications can bene-
fit from the use of multimodal interfaces because they may
control capture of content exploiting non-traditional inputs
and access of captured material. The degree of automation
is increased as suggested by [1] before, during and after un-
derlying activities to be captured.

Key design dimensions in the construction of capture and
access applications include defining when and where the cap-
ture occurs, methods for capturing and annotating, num-
ber of devices, techniques for reviewing access information
and the length of time the capture information persists [27].
Moreover, it has been observed that, rather than try to
capture everything, system design should focus on the psy-
chological basis of human memory [23]. Such systems, in
essence, tackle limitations of traditional pen-and-paper or
audio-and-video capture [13], for instance in meeting envi-
ronments [31].

Investigating some of these issues, we propose the use
of multimodal interactions to linking information captured
from everyday presentations supported by ubiquitous com-
puting infrastructure in more natural way. Our proposal
intends facilitating the generation of associated documents
as extra information to users who can not lose the focus of
attention on the underlying presentation. Our proposal sug-
gests multimodal interactions in three categories according
to user inputs: linking by typing, linking by inserting and
linking by capturing. Linking by typing occurs when users
assign metadata or keywords as anchor to linking with stored
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information. Linking by inserting is related to the input of
files to be processed and converted to an index used to link-
ing with other information. Finally linking by capturing is
defined when interactions via voice, gesture and hadwritting
are captured and used to be linked with information. These
types of linking by multimodal interaction are illustrated in
an educational context.

Exploiting our proposal, ubiquitous environments could
became more interactive and intelligent. Using voice, ges-
ture, typewriting or handwritting, users are able to know
extra information related to the information being captured
without any cognitive overhead, just interacting with the
environment. The provided multi-modality may allow end-
users to interact with technology in ways that are most suit-
able. Presenters will be able to request information by voice,
for instance, when they are writting on the whiteboard and
need to access information - hands-free. The information
can then come back to them as recommendation.

The remaining sections are organized as follows: we first
we discuss related work; then we present previous work; next
we describe multimodal interactions aiming to activate link-
ing operations; last we present experiments, benefits of our
approach and comments on future work.

2. RELATED WORK
On the Internet, users are able to easily access digital

information, but they are overhead when try to discovery
intrinsic relationships between information. The task of dis-
covering intrinsic links is an open multifaceted approach in-
cluding researches from Information Retrieval, Natural Lan-
guage Processing, Hypermedia, etc. Nowadays attempts are
focusing on natural ways of interaction including efforts from
Ubiquitous Computing, Human Computer Interaction, etc.

Synchronization of captured information by means of ubiq-
uitous environments usually occurs according to temporal
indexing or user interaction with electronic capture devices.
Indexing by synchronization relates information considering
temporal variables instead of textual and structural com-
parisons. The Cornell Lecture Browser captures images of
the slides presented during the session and automatically
generates a table of contents that provides synchronized in-
dexing into the slides and the video information [14]. DOL-
PHIN, a groupware application, supports co-located or dis-
tributed meetings [24]. The capture session allows users to
extend a prepared agenda and to record handwritten in-
formation that, as in Tivoli, could be manipulated during
the meeting by editing operations including gesture recogni-
tion [12]. DOLPHIN does not synchronize audio and video
elements. Tivoli integrates generated information after ses-
sion by means of capturing the content to be imported by
a collaborative hypermedia system. In any case, models for
the captured information are a must [5].

The Authoring on the Fly (AoF) system provides an elab-
orate capture infrastructure that implements capture, trans-
mission and retrieval of distributed live sessions [15]. Along-
side with DOLPHIN and iClass, this seems to be the only
implementation that truly supports an underlying hyper-
text structure for the documents generated. After capture
sessions, AoF processes all captured material and generates
automatically hyperdocuments which allow reproduction of
sessions by means its synchronization model. It is also pos-
sible to edit material after a capture session.

The NoteLook system allows capture, annotation, index-
ing of the resulting documents during a media-enabled con-
ference room. Chiu et al. alsonpresent an algorithm to
match images in order to define multimedia links in paper-
like interfaces [8]. Also in the context of providing paper-like
surfaces for reading and browsing hypertext, Xlibris sup-
ports the generation of dynamic links by capturing user in-
teraction with a reading stand-alone device, implementing a
hypertext structure that allows the classification and orga-
nization of annotations, as well as the searching for related
information in the device [21]. Also in meetings domain,
the work by Kalnikaité et al. exploits mobile touch screen
devices to allow users to add explicit capture marks [13].
Concerning retrieval, the automatic processing of audio and
video has also been investigated [22]. KSU-FIS Lecture
Recording System exploits a set of cameras and microphones
to capture activities carried out and classroom conducted by
instructors in the Kyushu Sangyo University in Japan [28].

All presented systems were investigated in order to study
underlying models which support retrieval of related infor-
mation. The majority presented markup streams of media
items captured as anchors of hyperlinks to the media [14]
[1] [15]. Some allows the addition of textual information
and search by means of users queries [19]. Considering mul-
timodal interactions, few scientific works were studied. A
voice-based web browser called BrowserVox deals with dif-
ferent Brazilian-Portuguese websites using automatic speech
recognition and text-to-speech for multimodal interactions
(mouse or voice), with audiovisual feedback [16]. Watan-
abe et al. describe an approach to develop Web multimodal
applications using X+V and widgets [29].

3. BACKGROUND
Given the aim of facilitating the access to associated doc-

uments by means of defining automatically hyperlinks, we
advocate that it is possible in capture and access domain.
INfrastructure for Capture and Access Applications (INCA)
implements network abstractions demanded in the imple-
mentation of those applications [26]. It provides architec-
tural support for building applications by means of four key
design concerns: (a) Capture (part of the system is respon-
sible for the capture of information as streams of data); (b)
Storage (part of the system is responsible for the storage
of attribute-tagged information); (c) Transduction (part of
the system converts information into different formats); and
(d) Access (part of the system provides access to multiple
integrated streams as multimedia information).

For each design concern, INCA implements a module and
associated interface which developers must instantiate and
implement when building applications. The basic entities
are the capture and access modules, which behave like pro-
ducers and consumers in a publish-subscribe approach. To
control the presence of capture and access modules, INCA
also provides a Registry that manages publishing and sub-
scribing operations carried out by application modules.

In INCA, the term access is associated with the fact that
an access module has synchronous access to the DataObject
handled by a capture component. In the context of capture
and access applications, the term access involves both syn-
chronous and asynchronous accesses.

Exploiting INCA, iClass is a capture and access applica-
tion, inspired in eClass [2], that records information pro-
duced during a lecture, including strokes and slides from
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Figure 1: (a) Web form: lecture setup. (b) Live
recording. (c) Access interfaces

an electronic whiteboard, audio, video and Web browsing.
Concluded the session, an XML document integrating the
different captured media is produced and stored for access.

iClass follows the phases suggested in the literature for
structuring capture and access [2] [18]: pre-production, live
recording, post-production, access and extension. The pre-
production phase is related to the session setup using an au-
thoring tool called AutorE [20]. AutoE allows the manual
preparation of sessions (by allowing the creation of sessions
and the association of meta-data and prepared slides, for in-
stance). The same AutorE supports, in the access phase, a
user manually extending the captured information with an-
notations and links. Figure 1(a) shows a Web form used for
lecture setup (course name, lecture title, slides file, term and
date/time information) which has portions set automatically
since contextual information such as who, when, where and
what is combined with user and time/location information.

During lecture startup, the instructor selects the support
required for that particular lecture involving whiteboard,
audio, etc. Once the session starts, INCA capture compo-
nents are instantiated and run on a computer attached to
an electronic whiteboard or a tablet pc. A storage compo-
nent is also instantiated and is responsible for contacting a
server informing which capture components are running on
the client. Next, the storage service will receive informa-
tion from capture components running in the client. The
live recording and post-production phases happen simulta-
neously using a callback mechanism.

Outside a live session, a hierarchical structure of years,
terms, courses and lectures is presented in dynamically-built
Web pages. Figure 1 (c)(top) lists the lectures recorded for
a particular course in a given term: the title of the lecture
appears on the left, and the remaining columns lead to op-
tions of visualization — SMIL, XHTML+SMIL, XHTML
and a Java applet that playback slides in a stroke-by-stroke
mode in synchrony with audio or video, if captured. Fig-
ure 1 (c)(right) shows a SMIL document corresponding to a
lecture being presented with RealOner Player: slides and
electronic ink are presented synchronously with audio.

4. LINKING BY MULTIMODAL INTERAC-
TION

Considering the demand for (i) natural interactions in
ubiquitous computing applications and (ii) discovery of in-
trinsic relationships between information in many areas, we
propose multimodal interactions that are divided in linking
by typing, linking by inserting and linking by capturing. As
a result, these operations generate extra information as rec-
ommendation to users.

Our proposal was instantiate to support a capture and ac-
cess application in an educational context, the iClass system,
in all capture and access phases: before, during and after a
capture session. Figure 2 illustrates inputs of multimodal in-
teractions for each phase aiming to provide hyperlinks as ex-
tension of the material being manipulated. Before a capture
session, a user adds slides and metadata to setup his/her ses-
sion (see Figure 2(1.1)). This information is sent to a linking
level to be linked (see Figure 2(a) and (e)). During a session,
as information is captured using xINCA (see Figure 2(2.1)),
this is transcribed (or not) (see Figure 2(2.2)) to formulate
a query vector sent to the linking level (see Figure 2(b), (d)
and (e)). After the end of a session (see Figure 2(1.3)), cap-
tured repository is searchable and extensible by user queries
(see Figure 2(c) and (e)). The product of all phases are
query vectors sent to the linking level which is responsible
for the following linking processing (see Figure 2(3)):

Collecting: information captured in each phase of a cap-
ture and access application. Each captured session by
the ubiquitous infrastructure generates a document.

Indexing: significant words (excluding stopwords) are ex-
tracted from each document (a captured session). Text
operations can be applied to facilitate the representa-
tion of these documents and allow the logical view from
that of a full text to that of a set of index terms. So op-
tional stemming is carried out, what reduces each word
to its linguistic root based on the language detected.
LinkDigger1’s current implementation supports doc-
uments in English, Spanish and Portuguese. Other
text operation can be assigned such as identification
of nouns groups eliminating adjectives, adverbs and
verbs and compression in terms of text operations.

Generation of a Terms-Documents Matrix: the terms
by documents matrix is generated, where rows and
columns represent index terms and documents, respec-
tively. The Terms-Documents Matrix is called matrix
X. Not all terms are equally useful for representing the
document contents: less frequent terms allow identify-
ing a narrower set of documents. The importance of
the index terms is represented by weights associated
to them. Every term is given an appropriate weight
as its term frequency (tf) relative to the frequency
of the same term in the whole documents collection,
the inverse document frequency (idf) [4]. The weight
as zero indicates that a term does not belong to the
document. Non-binary weights provide consideration
for partial matches. These term weights are used by
LinkDigger to compute a degree of similarity between
pairs of document and query vectors.

1Using Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [11], we built
LinkDigger to create semantic hyperlinks between textual
and documents images repositories.
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Figure 2: A multi-level architecture supporting linking from information captured by an educational capture
and access system. Information from multimodal interactions as input of a linking service integrated in all
phases of a capture and access application.

Computation of SVD: the matrix X is decomposed into
three component matrices T , S and D′ using Single
Value Decomposition (SVD), which is part of the LSI
technique [11]. By convention the diagonal elements
of S are constructed to be all positive and ordered
in decreasing magnitude, so the first k largest may be
kept and the remaining smaller ones are discarded. We
extended SVD to automatically select entries larger
than 70% of sum of all entries of S. Our value of k
considers a lost of 30% of information. The tuning of
k is still investigated in literature [9].

Manipulating SVD Matrices: the reduced dimensional-
ity solution generates a vector of k real values to rep-
resent each document. SVD provides reduced rank-k
approximation for the column and row space of a term-
document matrix X for any value of k. The outcome
is the reduced matrix X̂, which is obtained by mul-
tiplying the three reduced component matrices. The
reduced matrix is stored by LinkDigger to be compared
with queries vectors, composed by multimodal interac-
tions, in order to provide hyperlinks as suggestions.

Our implementation is instantiated by LinkDigger which,
once a day, prepares the existing repository of captured ma-
terial to be linked to information from multimodal inter-
actions. Next we present how multimodal interactions are
exploited to generate the query vector to search previous
captured material. These multimodal interactions are gen-
erated according to users’s needs submitted together with
calls from tools supporting a capture and access processing
during all phases of a capture and access application: pre-
production, live capture and access of captured information.

4.1 Pre-production phase: linking by typing
and inserting

The pre-production phase is related to the session setup.
Different applications deal with different contexts and thus
manage the preparation of material to be exploited in a live
presentation. Our architecture allows the management of
such high level of abstraction through the authoring system
AutorE. By using AutorE, presenters prepare a new ses-
sion for ubiquitous capture by reusing material from other
sessions or by adding brand new material in the forms of
metadata or prepared slides. In Figure 2(1.1), the top Web
interface is a typical interface of the preparation module.

The preparation module was extended by multimodal in-
teractions which activate the LinkDigger service. When
preparing a session, users may receive suggestions of related
material used in other sessions. So presenters are able to
reuse and embed those material in their session. This is
achieved by the following multimodal interactions: linking
by typing and linking by inserting.

Linking by typing occurs (i) when users input metadata
in some fields (Lecture, Title, Subject, Term, Date and Ab-
stract) of the preparation interface and (ii) when users type
explicitly keywords in a specific field of search. Linking by
inserting is the result of inclusion of prepared slides to the
session setup. These two operation sent information to Au-
torE system (see Figure 3). Upon user’s request, AutorE
prepares the received information to be sent to LinkDigger
(see Figure 3(1)). It converts into text information typed
by the user in forms for adding metadata and keywords, or
information extracted automatically from the slides. Pre-
processed words from files or typed information compose a
query vector created to be automatically sent to LinkDig-
ger (see Figure 3(2)). Afterwards, the vector is processed
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Figure 3: Upon linking by inserting and typing,
users receive recommendation of related material to
be added to the presentations being prepared.

by the linking service, which identifies documents seman-
tically related to the vector and shows them to users (see
Figure 3(3)). Once a day, LinkDigger carries out its pro-
cessing. The outcome is a list of relationships (presented as
lecture pages) corresponding to other sessions that are used
as recommendation. This outcome is sent to the lower part
of the original AutorE interface.

It is important to observe that any other authoring ap-
plication can be used in the pre-production phase. This
application just needs to send a query vector to the LinkDig-
ger API. The proposal of relating material while a session
is been setup intends to enrich information to be presented
without changing user’s focus of attention on the underlying
preparation. The authors defend the use of this kind of ap-
proach once people have become daily more demanding and
need to be contextualized with more complete information
to become competitive.

4.2 Live capture phase: linking by capturing
The live capture phase presented in Figure 2(1.2) shows

a live session in progress with support of the iClass system:
the prepared slides are presented on electronic whiteboard
via a Java applet (Figure 2(b1)); a presenter may write on
top of the slides and may wear a microphone to capture an
audio stream for the whole session (Figure 2(b2)) — all func-
tionalities being provided by capture components (white-
board, video, audio, chat, weblog, etc) from the xINCA (Ex-
tended Infrastructure for Capture and Access Applications)
toolkit presented previously.

Linking by capturing occurs from capturing of textual in-
formation from slides and handwritting over slides by the
lecturer during live presentations. Texts from the slides pre-
sented during the session are used to transparently built
the query vector sent to LinkDigger. However, considering
such ubiquitous environment, it is important that informa-
tion from the handwritten annotations and from the capture
audio stream may be provided as interaction alternatives to
also build the query vector.

Considering a query vector composed by texts from slides
and recognized handwritten characters2, the LinkDigger ser-
vice automatically identifies relationships among this vector
and information in an XML database from previous sessions
according to the process indicated in Figure 4. First, the

2In order to recognize on-line handwritten characters from
annotations, we developed the jInk API [10] according to the
method proposed in [7]. jInk, provides a graphical interface
incorporated into the iClass system to be used by users to
adjust the character models to their own writing styles to
obtain a more accurate recognizer. Besides digits and let-
ters, jInk can also recognize symbols and gestures. Further
details can be found in [10].

Figure 4: Upon linking by capturing, strokes cap-
tured by whiteboard component are used to com-
pose a query vector along with text automatic ex-
tracted from prepared slides. The activation of the
query is done via a voice. The resulting recommen-
dations are shown in a popup window.

Figure 5: iClass presents related material to be se-
lected and used to extend material being captured.

capture application (iClass) composes a vector query with
information from some xINCA components (see Figure 4(1))
and, next, sends the vector to the linking service (see Fig-
ure 4(2)). As a result of the LinkDigger processing, hyper-
links are defined on-the-fly and presented as recommenda-
tions to the presenter (see Figure 4(3)).

In terms of multimodal interaction, we also allowed users
to use voice in order to activate the linking processing. The
voice recognition is carried out by the ViaVoiceTM software,
exploiting a implementation of the Java Speech API (JS-
API) [25] developed by IBM. JSAPI specification defines
an access interface to the functionalities of recognition and
voice synthesis provided by engines like ViaVoice. Therefore,
a user can use a voice command to activate the composition
of a query vector with information extracted by xINCA.
Issued the command, the query is sent to the LinkDigger
(this can also be activated manually via a button on the in-
terface) which presents related documents in a small pop-up
window, as shown in Figure 5. The pop-up window allow to
select each recommended material in the interface for users
to indicate whether or not a given link should be added as
annotation to the document generated automatically for the
session. Only selected material will be part of the documents
from all links suggested. The authors believe that in some
years this kind of approach will be embedded in many cap-
ture and access environments in order to assist people with
different goals in terms of related information.

4.3 Access phase: linking by typing
At the end of a session, the XML information correspond-

ing a session is used to generate several alternatives of hy-
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Figure 6: Linking processing in the access phase:
(a) keywords provided by users are used as a query
vector; (b) this vector is sent to the linking service;
(c) semantic hyperlinks defined between the query
vector and the captured material are presented.

perdocuments for users to review the session. A Web inter-
face presents a hierarchical structure of years and semesters
that gives access to a list of corresponding sessions that can
be reviewed in several formats (Figure 1(c), access interface
on the top) — the sessions can be associated with lectures
from courses or meetings from projects (Figure 1(c), access
interface on the bottom), for instance.

Among the formats supported in the current version are
HTML, XHTML, SMIL and an applet that plays back the
session by animating the corresponding strokes synchronously
with the audio stream. Multimodal interactions occur while
users are interacting with all those interfaces. They access
recommendations being automatically issued or they can ex-
press linking by typing. Linking typing occurs when users
compose explicitly queries that can be used in a query vector
submitted to LinkDigger using keywords they input.

Figure 6(1) illustrates that users are able to provide key-
words to be used as a query vector. Once this vector has
been defined, a requisition is made to the linking service
(Figure 6(2)). The vector is processed by LinkDigger and the
results are sent to the presentation interface (Figure 6(3)).
Providing end-users with related information about captured
material it will benefit people interested in knowing more in-
formation when they access the documents presenting cap-
tured information.

5. EXPERIMENTS
Here we discuss experiments designed to verify the feasi-

bility and utility of our proposal applied before, during and
after a capture session has taken place in an educational sce-
nario. Extending the iClass system, our service related 278
lectures from 10 courses taught between 2004 and 2006.

For our purposes, each lecture is a textual document rep-
resented as a vector. The set of representative keywords
(index terms) of each lecture was reduced since terms as
conjunctions, prepositions and pronouns (stopwords) were
eliminated. A matching process between words from lec-
tures and stopwords dictionaries was done looking for in-
dex terms. After excluding stopwords and lectures with less
than 10 words, our service manipulated a matrix X with 205
lectures (columns) and 13006 distinct words (lines). The se-
mantic feature of the semantic relationships generated by
our service is achieved through the Latent Semantic Index-
ing (LSI) technique [11]. LSI organizes text objects into
a semantic structure appropriate for matching, what over-
comes usual problems of lexical approaches such as poly-
semy and synonymy. Considering LSI, the matrix X was
decomposed into three component matrices T , S and D′

using Single Value Decomposition (SVD), which is part of

the LSI theory. The matrix S is a diagonal matrix with
non-zero entries (called singular values) along a central di-
agonal. We considered the k most important dimension as
87 (automatically calculated considering 30% of loss) during
the reduction of the singular matrix S are selected, and all
other factors are discarded: only the 87 highest values in
the singular matrix S were selected. We extended SVD to
automatically calculate the value of k given a lost of 30%.
The reduced dimensionality solution generates a vector of k
real values to represent each document. SVD provides re-
duced rank-k approximation for the column and row space
of a term-document matrix X for any value of k. The out-
come is the semantic reduced matrix X̂, which is obtained
by multiplying the three reduced component matrices.

In order to obtain the similarity level between documents,
the calculation of similarity based on cosine measure over
each pair of document vectors extracted from the matrix X̂.
We have considered maximum cosine as 1 and minimum as
0.8. Cosine values farther to zero mean the highest similar-
ity levels between a pair of documents. The outcome is a
list of relationships between each pair of lectures that can
be used for search and recommendation purposes. Our ap-
proach related lectures from courses offered by staffs from
three different Computer Science departments of three dif-
ferent institutes. Results from each group of experiments
were qualitatively analyzed by a faculty with a strong Com-
puter Science background. Each link was evaluated in a
high/medium/low/no relevance scale.

5.1 Before a session
Using the interface presented in Figure 3(a), a professor,

interested in teaching about models for development of soft-
ware in an HCI (Human Computer Interaction) course, ex-
ploited our proposal. She uploaded her set of pre-prepared
slides and tried to look for related material. As a result,
our implementation built the query vector with metadata,
typed keywords and words from the inserted file. The query
vector was sent to LinkDigger to relate it with previous cap-
tured lectures. From 278 lectures, 34 were presented to the
professor as recommendation of related content. The pro-
fessor may select material which should be reused in her
presentation being prepared. From 34 recommendations, 9
were highly related to the lectures that was being prepared
(high relevance), 13 with medium relevance, none with low
relevance, and 12 with no relevance. Unsatisfied with the
results, she carried out a second attempt.

She had already inserted metadata and pre-prepared slides
but now she also selected the field “search by keywords” on
the interface for setup lectures to be captured. So LinkDig-
ger could compose the query vector with “process models
and software development keywords”, metadata and words
from pre-prepared slides. 46 lectures were presented as ma-
terial semantically related to the information typed and in-
serted by the professor. So she was able to select mate-
rial which should be reused in her presentation being pre-
pared. The 46 returned lectures were distributed as follow-
ing: 28 lectures from 3 Software Engineering Courses (SE),
11 from 2 Object-Oriented Programming Courses (OOP), 4
from 1 Computer Networks (NC) Course, 1 from 1 Human-
Computer Interaction Course, 1 from 1 Parallel Computing
(PC) Course and 1 from 1 Operating System (OS) Course.
From all presented lectures, 14 links were rated with high
relevance to the lecture being prepared, 15 with medium
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relevance, 11 with low relevance (lectures related to UML
modeling) and 6 with no relevance (lectures related to nc,
PC and OS Courses. The high relevant lectures were directly
related to theory and examples of process models taught in
the Software Engineering Courses. She finally selected the
following 4 lectures to enrich her material: Formal Methods,
RAD Model, HCI Patterns and Software Process Models.

In another opportunity, a speaker who was preparing a
meeting about Codding Standards exploited our proposal.
As the HCI professor, he uploaded pre-prepared slides and
selected to reuse content from previous captured material
just by checking reuse of previous captured lectures (he
could type specific keywords to allow the selection of related
lectures to be reused). 14 captured lectures were defined
as semantic related material to his presentation: 9 lectures
taught in OOP courses and 5 in SE courses. The speaker
reused just 6 lectures: 5 lectures are about OO paradigm
and Java, and 1 lecture, given in a SE course, is about pro-
gramming and examples of language programming. Indeed,
from 14 presented lectures, 6 lectures were semantically re-
lated to slides being uploaded (rated with high relevance).

5.2 During a session
Two live lectures were planned to experiment our proposal

during capture sessions. One experimentation occurred in
a HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) course and another
was carried out in an OOP (Object-Oriented Programming)
course. With a live session in progress with support of the
iClass system, a professor was explaining about different
types of HCI models presented in the HCI literature. During
that presentation, the presenter asked for extra-material us-
ing a specific voice command, “see related material” in order
to activate the linking processing and receive suggestions to
be added to that lecture. Towards creating links, our service
is considering the whole content of slides visited.

To relate the HCI model lecture to others, the set of lec-
tures was used. The three following Software Engineering
(ES) lectures, given in different terms and years, were pre-
sented as related to the HCI model lecture: Part I - Soft-
ware Process Model (99.31%), Part II - Software Process
Model (cosine as 99.53%) and Part I Software Process Model
(97.80%). The two first lectures were taught in 2005 and the
last one in 2004. Actually, all ES lectures suggested were se-
mantically related to the HCI model lecture. Some HCI and
ES models are the same and others have identical phases.

In a second attempt, our proposal was experimented in
an Objet-Oriented Analysis and Project (OOAP) lecture
taught in the OOP course. The 2 following lectures were re-
turned to the professor as related material: UML Sequence
Diagrams (cosine as 99.97%) and Software Process Model
(99.85%). The first lecture was taught in OOP courses and
the second in a Software Engineering. Both lectures were
semantically related to the OOAP lecture. Sequence Dia-
grams are designed in Object-Oriented paradigm and some
process models give support to this kind of project.

5.3 After a session
The linking process after capture session generated 338

links between all lectures. A qualitative analysis was car-
ried out and the results are as follows: 113 links were rated
with high relevance, 89 with medium relevance, 116 with
low relevance and 20 with no relevance. Analyzing the same
links generated by the same linking process with the same

relevance scale, an undergraduate student presented the fol-
lowing results: 121 links were rated with high relevance, 90
with medium relevance, 120 with low relevance and 7 with
no relevance.

We could observe that many highly relevant links (30
links) were found among Software Engineering lectures be-
ing taught in different years. It was expected once it has
more textual information than the others. Most medium rel-
evance links were created from lectures with many exercises
to lectures with different goals: exercise practice, projects
presentation and traditional lectures. As far as the con-
tents were concerned, those lectures had more differences
than similarities. Low relevance links related lectures where
projects or seminars were presented. Most no relevance links
related sessions where demonstrations or tests were carried
out. Many lectures introducing the different courses were
related despite those lectures have different content. We
believe it occurs mainly because those lectures had some
obvious similar keywords: introduction, basic course infor-
mation, exams, teacher, bibliography and others.

The majority of links are related to Software Engineering,
Algorithm and Data Structures and Theory of Computing.
We believe this majority of links among those lectures is
resulting of the fact those lectures have the major portion
of the textual information indexed. For example, an intro-
ductory Algorithm and Data Structures lecture presenting
binary number and Abstract Data Type (ADT) was related
to a Computer Programming presenting implementation in
language C of arrays and matrices as ADT. Search and hash-
ing algorithms from different lectures were related.

The experiments have been chosen because they manipu-
late homogeneous information. The qualitative results con-
firm that this proposal is able to identify important relation-
ships. It is also relevant to observe that our service has been
experimented considering recall and precision measures [6].
Recall is the fraction of known relevant documents which
were effectively retrieved. Precision is the fraction of re-
trieved documents which are known to be relevant.

6. CONCLUSION
Our implementation and its underlying model make use

of search and recommendation operations to provide inter-
action alternatives to linking sessions captured in ubiqui-
tous environments. The architecture proposed depicts how
a linking service can be integrated into a capture and ac-
cess application in order to provide recommendations in the
form of hyperlinks among the documents that are generated
automatically as a result of a live session. Moreover, the hy-
perlinks can be made part of those documents when the user
interacts with the information and has the focus of attention
in the associated contents.

Future efforts possibly will include to allow gestures to
activate linking during the capture phase, as we current
achieve with voice. Our work could be augmented with ac-
cessibility and usability guidelines.

The fact that presentation information is continuously
captured and shared leads to important issues in terms of
privacy. In some situations, users may want their material
preserved. We defined a mechanism where users specify if
they want their material to be used to define hyperlinks and
recommendations to other people. At the pre-production
phase, users can tell the system to do not create hyper-
links with the material used to produce the documents cor-
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responding to that session. To preserve the spirit of shar-
ing, the default option is to be able to share the informa-
tion produced in all phases. Considering the whole lifetime
of a document, we can generalize our approach so that it
can be used to support that other sources of information be
anchors of links — the contents of URLs visited during a
session, information added in the access phase by means of
explicit annotations, or even the contents of chat sessions
carried out while users access documents of the repository
are examples. We can also allow users to be able to combine
different capture components to create hyperlinks — such as
linking only information from the text extracted from slides.
Another possible extension is to create links considering spe-
cific attributes to relate sessions — such linking only sessions
from a given person.
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